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at a press conference in brussels, secretary general stoltenberg described russias actions as
a deliberate attack on the international order. he said it is an attempt to rewrite history, and
it is in conflict with the principles of the united nations charter. he urged all sides to de-
escalate. president trump has made plain that he views russias actions in ukraine as an
invasion. trump will meet with putin on 7 march, though what the two leaders discuss
remains unclear. what we do know is that there is little prospect of a breakthrough,
especially with such a divided white house and congress. a more positive sign could be the
response of ukraine and its western partners. the ukrainian parliament is due to pass a bill by
the end of march that would allow the country to join the european union. but the details of
the law have yet to be finalised. if the eu were to refuse to open negotiations, it would
further aggravate the situation. a further complication is that the kremlin has indicated that
it will not accept a deal to return crimea, a peninsula that russia annexed from ukraine in
2014. the history of sri lanka is one of a succession of invasions and occupations by foreign
powers. the island has been inhabited since the early palaeolithic period, and by the time of
sinhala migration to the island in the third millennium bc, it was already a densely forested
island that attracted the attention of settlement by foreign farmers from the mainland. the
first known organised invasion of the island by a foreign power was by the chola empire from
southern india, which invaded and conquered sri lanka in the early twelfth century ad.
sinhala buddhist kingdoms and the later muslim kingdoms also ruled the island.
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the conflict began in 1983, when a group of tamil youth began a rebellion against the
government. the violence quickly escalated, and the ltte won the tamil areas of the countrys

north-eastern coast. the government responded with air power, and the rebels started to
flee. they relocated to the jungles of the east and northwest, and even resorted to the use of
suicide bombers. during the 1980s, the ltte was also able to recruit more tamil youth, some
of whom joined the struggle. by 1993, the government had intensified the fight. during this

period, both sides allegedly committed atrocities, and both sides sought help from other
countries. the rebel group relied on the support of the indian army to defend the jungle. the

government received substantial support from the tamil diaspora, including the ltte, and
from the sri lankan military. the government also sought help from the united states, which
had begun to invest in sri lankas defense. the united states supported the government in its

fight against the ltte, but even so, the war continued. by the 1990s, the conflict had
escalated even further. sri lanka was now also fighting with separatist movements in the east

of the country and the separatist tamil militant group was working to get additional foreign
support. the government-led military operation against the ltte began in 1996. the air force
was able to launch some effective counter-insurgency operations, and it was not long before
the ltte was forced into an underground-combat situation. during this time, the ltte sought
the support of pakistan, which sent the tamil tigers its own air force and other military aid.
pakistan also provided arms, money and training to the tamil rebels, and used its training

camps to coordinate the training of tamil fighters. 5ec8ef588b
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